Notes bibliogràfiques

I. Publicacions que contenen la bibliografia d’erudits (arqueòlegs, lingüistes, biblistes, exegetes, historiadors), l’obra dels quals concerneix en algun aspecte l’Orient antic, la Bíblia, la llengua hebrea o la vida i la cultura jueves de l’època talmúdica i de l’edat mitjana¹

ABRAHAMS, Israel*


ABRAMSKY, Samuel

▷ Beer-Sheva. Studies by the Department of Bible and Ancient Near East [Jeru-

¹. Atenent que l’erudit interessat en la història medieval dels Països Catalans i lector de la nostra revista serà versemblant el principal usuari d’aquesta llista bibliogràfica, hi hem inclòs també un cert nombre d’historiadors catalans —Rovira i Virgili, Soldevila, Nicolau d’Olwer, Mundó i d’altres— que, si bé han tractat poc la història del judaisme medieval català, llur obra hi fa sovint referència i sobretot forneix el marc general en què aquella història es va esdevenir. D’altra banda, cal dir que cent-divuit d’aquestes referències (ací assenyalades amb un * i en algun cas completades) ja foren publicades a Tamid, 2 (1998-1999), p. 253-268.
salem: The Magnes Press, The Hebrew University, per compte de Ben-Gurion University of the Negev [en hebreu], vol. 2 (1985) [= Presented to Shmuel Abramsky on his Retirement], p. 1-6.

ACKROYD, Peter Runham


ADLER, Cyrus


ADLER, Nathan Marcus*


AGUILÓ, Estanislau de K.


AHARONI, Yohanan

- Bacchi, G. «Bibliography of Y. Aharoni». *Tel-Aviv* [Tel-Aviv: Tel-Aviv University, Institute of Archaeology], 3 (1976), fasc. 4, p. 161-184.

AHLSTRÖM, Gösta W.


ALBECK, Hanokh*


ALBRIGHT, William Foxwell


ALDRED, Cyril

ALLIS, Oswald Thompson

ALLONY, Nehemya*

ALON, Gedaliahu*

ALTMAN, Alexander*


AMIIL, Moše Avigdor*
- RAPHAEL, Yišḥaq. «Kiteve ha-rav Moše Avigdor Ami’el (Rešima bibliyografit)». *Sinai*, 12, p. 377-388.
AMIRAN, Rut

AMUSSIN, Joseph

ANDERSEN, Francis I.

ANDERSON, Bernhard W.

ASSAF, Simha*
➤ WERFEL, Y. «Kiteve ha-professor ha-rabbi Simha Assaf (Rešima bibliyografit)». Yavne [Jerusalem], 2 (5700 = 1940), p. 3-20; 191-193. [Volum dedicat a Simha Assaf en els seus cinquanta anys. El compilador es canvià posteriorment el cognom en Raphael]

ASTOUR, Michael C.

AUVRAY, Paul

AVIGAD, Nahman

BACHER, Wilhelm*
edició facsímil de dues obres de W. Bacher: *Die Anfänge der hebräischen Grammatik i Die hebräische Sprachwissenschaft vom 10. zum 16. Jahrhundert*


**BAECK, Leo**
- **WIESTER, T.**. «*The writings of Leo Back: A bibliography*». *Studies in Bibliography and Booklore* [Cincinnati], 2 (1954) p. 108-144.

**BAER, Yitzhak F.**
- **BEINAR, H.**. «*The writings of Prof. I. F. Baer (A bibliographical list)*». *Zion* [Jerusalem], 44 (1979) [=*Yitzhak F. Baer memorial volume*], p. 321-339.

**BAGATTI, Bellarmino**

**BAHAT, Shoshanna**

**BANETH, D. H.**

**BARON, Salo Wittmayer**

**BATELE I PRATS, Lluís**
- **ALBERCH I FUGUERAS, R.**. «*El Dr. Lluís Batlle i Prats*». *Annals de l’Institut
BATLLORI I MUNNÉ, Miquel


BAUMGÄRTNER, Walter


BECKERATH, Jürgen von


BEEK, Martinus Adrianus


BEINART, Haim*


BENDAVID, Abba

BEN-HAYYIM, Zeev*

BEN-MENAHEM, Naftali

BEN-SASSON, Haim Hillel*

BERLINER, Abraham*

BERTHOLET, Alfred

BLACK, Matthew

BLAU, Joshua

BLAU, Ludwig

BLEEKER, C. J.
- Liber amicorum: Studies in honour of Professor Dr. C. J. Bleeker, published on the occasion of his retirement from the chair of the history of religions and the phenomenology of religion at the University of Amsterdam. Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1969, p.1-4: «Professor Bleeker’s publications». 
BLENKINSOPP, Joseph

BLOCH, Joshua

BLUMENKRANZ, Bernhard*

BÖHL, Franz Marius Theodor

BÖHMER, Rainer Michael

BORGER, Rykle [Riekele]

BRANDON, Samuel George Frederick

BRANN, Markus*

BRASLAVSKY, Joseph
- **Ben-Shem, I.; Gevaryahu, H.; Lurya, B.-S.** (ed.). *Sefer Yosef Braslavi: Meiḥqarim ha-miqra, ba-laṣon u-vi-ydiʿat ha-areṣ, muggašim lo be-haggiʿo la-
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Breuer, Joseph


Breuer, Mordechai


Brill, Bernhard


Brock, Sebastian Paul


Brownlee, William Hugh


Brueggemann, Walter


Brunner, Hellmut


Büchner, Adolph


BURNS, Robert I.


BURROWS, Millar


CAMPBELL, Edward F.

- P. H.; Hiebert, T. [ed.]. Realia Dei: Essays in archaeology and biblical interpretation in honor of Edward F. Campbell, Jr. at his retirement. Atlanta, Georgia: Scholars Press, 1999. [Conté la bibliografía de Edward F. Campbell]

CAMPS, Guiu


CANDERA BURGOS, Francisco*

- J. L. Lacave, «Bibliografía del profesor Francisco Cantera Burgos». Sefarad, 37 (1977) [= Volumen en homenaje al Prof. Cantera Burgos, de sus discípulos], p. 5-104.

CARRERAS I ARTAU, Joaquim

- Anuario de Estudios Medievales [Barcelona], 2 (1965), p. 627-630: «Publicaciones de tema medieval del profesor Dr. Joaquim Carreras i Artau».

CARRERAS I CANDI, Francesc


CASSUTO, Umberto


CAZELLES, Henri


CHABÀS I LLORENS, Roc

- Elías. «Biobibliografía del M. I. Sr. Dr. D. Roque Chabàs y Llo-

CHAJES, Hirsch Perez


CHILDS, Brevard S.


CLASCAR, Frederic


COHEN, Marcel


COHEN, Robert*

- *Jewish History* [Haifa], 8, núm. 1-2 (1994) [= The Robert Cohen Memorial Volume], p. 15-18.

COLLART, Paul


COPPENS, Joseph

- *Ephemerides Theologicae Lovaniensis* [Lovaina], 57 (1981), p. 228-340 [= In

COULET, Noël*


CRAIGIE, Peter C.


CRENSHAW, James L.


CROSS, Frank Moore


DAUBE, David


DAVIDSON, Robert


DAVIES, Gwynne Henton

→ DURHAM, J. I.; PORTER, J. R. [ed.]. Proclamation and presence: Old Testa-

DAVIES, William David


DE BOER, P. A. H.


DELCOR, M. Mathias


DELLING, Gerhard

- Theologische Literaturzeitung [Leipzig], 95 (1970), col. 627-628; 100 (1975), col. 397-400; 105 (1980), col. 397-400.

DHORME, Édouard

- Recueil Édouard Dhorme. Études bibliques et orientales. París: Imprimerie nationale, 1951. [Conté la bibliografia d’É. Dhorme]

DÍAZ ESTEBAN, Fernando

- Sefárad, 52 (1992), p. 7-14: «Curriculum vitae y publicaciones del Prof. Dr. D. Fernando Díaz Esteban».

DÍEZ MACHO, Alejandro*


DINUR, Ben-Šion


DION, Paul-Eugène


DOTHAN, Moshe

DOTHAN, Trude Krakauer

DRIOTON, Étienne

DRIVER, Godfrey Rolles

DUBNOW, Simon*

DUBY, Georges

DUPONT-SOMMER, André

DURAN I SANPERE, Agustí
- *Cuadernos de Arqueología e Historia de la Ciudad* [Ajuntament de Barcelona, Museu d’Història de la Ciutat], 10 (1967) [= Estudios dedicados a Duran y Sanpere en su LXXX aniversario], p. 33-58.

EHRICH, Ernst Ludwig


EHRMAN, Albert


EICHRODT, Walther


EISSFELDT, Otto


ELBOGEN, Ismar*


ELLIGER, Karl


EMERTON, John Adney

EMERY, Walter Bryan


ENELOW, Hyman G.

*Selected works of Hyman G. Enelow*. Kingsport: Kingsport Press, 1935. 4 v. [El vol. 4 conté una bibliografía de les obres publicades de H. G. Enelow, compilada per J. B. Menkes]

EPSTEIN, Abraham*


EPSTEIN, Isidore


EPSTEIN, Jacob Nahum*


FASCHER, Erich

*Theologische Literaturzeitung* [Leipzig], 82 (1957), col. 949-954; 98 (1973), col. 77-80.

FECHT, Gerhard


FEIGIN, Samuel I.


FENSHAM, Frank Charles


FINKEL, Joshua

HOENIG, S. B.; STISKIN, L. D. [ed.]. *Joshua Finkel Festschrift in honor of*

FINKELSTEIN, Jacob Joel


FINKELSTEIN, Louis


FITA, Fidel*


FLUSSER, David*


FOHRER, Georg


FOX, Marvin*


FRANKEL, Zacharias*


FREEDMAN, David Noel


- MEYERS, C. L.; O’CONNOR, M. [ed.]. *The word of the Lord shall go forth. Essays in honor of David Noel Freedman in celebration of his sixtieth birthday*.

FREEHOF, Solomon B.


FREIDUS, Abraham Solomon*


FREIMANN, Abraham Hayyim


FREIMANN, Aron


FREIMANN, Jakob


FRIEDMANN, Meir*


FRIENDLAENDER, Israel*


GALANTE, Abraham
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GAMMIE, John G.

GASTER, Moses*

GASTER, Theodor Herzl

GELB, Ignace Jay

GELIN, Albert

GELSTON, Anthony

GILAT, Yitzhak D.

GINSBURG, Saul*

GINZBERG, Harold Louis [Aryeh]
GINZBERG, Louis*

GLATZER, Nahum N.*

GLOCK, Albert E.

GLUECK, Nelson

GOETZE, Albrecht

GOITEIN, Shelomo Dov*

GOLDBERG, Jacob

GOLDENBERG, Gideon
GOLDSCHMIDT, Daniel*

GOLDZIHER, Ignaz*

GONZÁLEZ I LLUBERA, Ignasi

GOODENOUGH, Erwin Ramsdell

GORDON, Cyrus Herzl

GOTTHEIL, Richard James Horatio

GOTTWALD, Norman K.
GOULDER, Michael D.


GRABOÏS, Aryeh*


GRÄTZ, Heinrich*


GREENBERG, Moshe


GREENFIELD, Jonas C.


GRELLOT, Pierre


GRIFITHS, John Gwyn

GUDEMANN, Moritz

GUILLAUMONT, Antoine

GULAK, Ašer

GUTERBOCK, Hans Gustav

GUTMANN, Joseph
➤ COHEN, E. M. Bibliography of the writings of Joseph Gutmann, presented on the occasion of his lecture at Stern College for Women, Yeshiva University, November 16, 1999. [S. ll.]: [s. n.]. 24 p.

GUTMANN, Jakob*

GUTMANN, Michael

HABERMANN, Abraham M.*

HALLO, William W.
➤ COHEN, M. E.; SNELL, D. C.; WEISBERG, D. B. [ed.]. The tablet and the

**HAMMERSHAIMB, Erling**


**Haran, Menahem**


**Harkavy, Abraham Eliyahu**


**Hasel, Gerhard Franz**


**Haupt, Paul**


**Heinemann, Isaak**


**Held, Moshe**


**Heller, Bernhard**

- **SCHIEBER, A.** «Bibliographie der Schriften Bernhard Heller». En: Ídem

HELLER-WILENSKY, Sara O.*


HELTZER, MICHAEL


HENNINGER, Joseph


Hertz, Joseph Herman


Hertzberg, Hans-Wilhelm


Hevesi, Simon


Hildesheimer, Israel [Azriel/Esriel]


Hincks, Edward

HIRSCH, Samuel

HIRSCHBERG, H. Z.*

HIRSCHLER, Paul

HOFFMANN, David

HOFTIJZER, Jacob

HOOKE, Samuel Henry

HOONACKER, Albin van

HORN, Siegfried H.

HOROVITZ, Saul*
HORST, Friedrich

HUGHES, George R.

HYATT, James Philip

HYMAN, Arthur*

IDEL, Moshe*

IRWIN, William Andrew

ISSERLIN, Benedikt, S. J.

JACOB, Edmond
JACOB, Louis

JAMES, Edwin Oliver

JEPSEN, Alfred

JEREMIAS, Joachim

JOEL, David*

JOEL, Manuel*

JOSPE, Alfred

JOUGUET, Pierre

JUNG, Leo
JUNKER, Hubert


KADDARI, M. Z.


KAHLE, Paul


KAISER, Werner


KALLAI, Zechariah


KAMIN, Sarah*


KAMINKA, Armand


KANTOR, Helene J.


KATZ, Jacob*


➤ Le-zikro šel Yaʿaqov Katz: Divre zikkaron. Kiteve Yaʿaqov Katz 5693-5759
KAUFMANN, David*


▶ KRAUSS, S. «David Kaufmann. 7 juin 1852 — 6 juillet 1899». *Revue des Études juives*, 41 (1900), p. 1-30. [Fa una àmplia semblança biogràfica i comenta cadascuna de les seves obres més importants]


KAUFMANN, Yehezqel


KAYSERLING, Mayer


KENYON, Kathleen


KING, Philip J.

▶ COOGAN, M. D.; EXUM, J. C.; STAGER, L. E. [ed.]. *Scripture and other ar-
tifacts. Essays on the Bible and archaeology in honor of Philip J. King. Louisv-
cations by Philip J. King».

KLAUSNER, Joseph*
  ➤ BARZILAI, J. «Pirsumaw Šel Yosef Klausner, 1937-1959. Rešima biblivografit
  yafa muggaš le-Prof. Yosef Klausner le-yovel ha-šišim. Tel-Aviv: Va‘ad ha-
  Yovel, 5697 [= 1936-1937], p. 465-528: «Kiteve Yosef Klausner».

KLINGEL, Horst

KLIMA, Josef
  ➤ HRUSKA, B. «Josef Klima: Bibliographie 1930-1988». Altorientalische For-

Koch, Klaus
  ➤ DANIELS, D. R.; GLESSMER, U.; RÖSEL, M. [ed.]. Ernten, was man sät. Fe-
  stschrift für Klaus Koch zu seinem 65. Geburtstag. Neukirchen-Vluyn: Ne-

Kohler, Kaufmann*
  in Jewish literature issued in honor of Professor Kaufmann Kohler, Ph.D. [...] on
  the occasion of his seventieth birthday. Georg Reimer: Berlín, 1913,
  p. 266-301.

Kohut, George A.*
  ➤ COLEMAN, E. D. «A bibliography of George Alexander Kohut». En: Bar-
  ron, S. W.; Marx, A. [ed.]. Jewish studies in memory of George A. Kohut,
  1874-1933. Nova York: The Alexander Kohut Memorial Foundation,
  1935, p. XII-XCIII.

Kraft, Robert A.
  ➤ WRIGHT, Benjamin G. [ed.]. A multiform heritage. Studies on early Judaism
  and Christianity in honor of Robert A. Kraft. Atlanta, Geórgia: Scholars
  Press, 1999. [Conté la bibliografia de Robert A. Kraft]

Kraus, Fritz Rudolf
  ➤ DRIES, G. van [et al.] [ed.]. Zikir sumim: Assyriological studies presented to F.
  R. Kraus on the occasion of his seventieth birthday. Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1982,
  p. 485-491: «Bibliography of publications by Fritz Rudolf Kraus».
KRAUSS, Samuel*

KUTSCHER, Eduard Y. *

KUTSCHER, Raphael

LABUSCHAGNE, C. J.

LACAU, Pierre

LAGRANGE, Marie-Joseph

LAMBERT, Mayer*

LANDSBERGER, Benno

LANGHE, Robert de
LIVER, Jacob
- AHITUV, S. «Bibliyografiya šel kiteve Ya’aqov Liver». En: UFFENHEIMER, B. Bible and Jewish history. Studies in Bible and Jewish history dedicated to the memory of Jacob Liver [en hebreu]. Tel-Aviv: University of Tel-Aviv, 1971.

LLABRÉS I QUINTANA, Gabriel

LLOBET I PORTELLA, Josep M.

LOEB, Isidore*

LOEWENSTAMM, Samuel E.

LORETZ, Oswald

LÖW, Immanuel*
- FRENKEL, E. «Bibliographie der Schriften Immanuel Löws», Monatsschrift


LÖWENSTEIN, Leopold


LÖWENSTEIN, Leopold


LOEWENSTEIN, Leopold


MADURELL I MARIMON, Josep Maria

Biblioteconomia [Barcelona], 25 (1968), p. 3-24: «Artículos, conferencias y estudios de José Mª Madurell Marimon (1911-1968)».


MADURELL I MARIMON, Josep Maria. Guadamassilers i guadamassils. Discurs llegit el dia 17 de desembre de 1972 en l’acte de recepció pública de Josep Mª Madurell i Marimon a la Reial Academia de Bones Lletres de Barcelona. Barcelona: Real Academia de Buenas Letras de Barcelona, 1972, p. 53-76. [Bibliografia de J. M. Madurell]

MAHLER, Raphael


MALAMAT, Avraham


MALININE, Michel


MARCUS, Ralph


MARGALIOT, Reuven*

MARGOLIS, Max Leopold.*


MARMORSTEIN, Arthur


MARQUÉS I CASANOVAS, Jaume


MARX, Alexander*


MASON, Rex


MASPERO, Gaston


MATOUS, Lubor


MAY, Herbert Gordon


MAYER, Reinhold


MAYER-OPIFICIUS, Ruth

- CHOLIDIS, N. [et al.] [ed.]. Beschreiben und Deuten in der Archäologie des

MCKANE, William

MCNAMARA, Martin

MELAMED, Ezra Zion

MENDENHALL, George Emery

MEYER, Rudolf

MICHEL, Otto

MILGROM, Jacob

MILLÀS I VALLICROSA, Josep Maria*
➤ Sefarad [Madrid], 30 (1970), p. 222-250. [Bibliografia compilada per D. Romano, J. Vernet i F. Cantera]
MIRET I SANS, Joaquim

MIRSKY, Samuel K.*

MITTWOCH, Eugen*

MONTET, Pierre

MOORTGAT, Anton

MORAG. Shelomo

MORAN, William L.

MORESHET, Menahem

MORET, Alexandre

MORIARTY, Frederick L.
» CLIFFORD, R. J.; MACRAE, G. W. [ed.]. The Word in the world. Essays in
honor of Frederick L. Moriarty, S.J. Cambridge, Massachusetts: Weston College Press, 1973. [Conté la bibliografia de Frederick L. Moriarty]

Moss, Rosalind L. B.


Mowinckel, Sigmund


Mülenburg, James


Mundó i Marcet, Manuel [Anscari]


Muntner, Suessmann


Murphy, Roland E.


Myers, Jacob M.


Narkiss, Bezalel

[El Center for Jewish Art de la Universitat Hebrea de Jerusalem envia la llista de publicacions de Bezalel Narkiss per correu electrònic a qui els la demana: cja@vms.huji.ac.il.]
NASTER, Paul

NEHER, André*

NEMOY, Leon*

NEUBAUER, Adolf*
- Cohen, B. «Neubauer’s writings. A supplement to E. N. Adler’s bibliography», *Kirjath Sepher* [Jerusalem], 10 (5694 = 1933/1934), p. 365-371. [Suplement de la bibliografia de Neubauer publicada per E. N. Adler]

NEUMARK, David*

NEUSNER, Jacob
- La Societat Catalana d’Estudis Hebraics disposa d’abundant informació sobre la ingent bibliografia de Jacob Neusner, bibliografia que no ha estat publicada mai enlloc. Podeu demanar-la a la SCEHB: efm1967@teleline.es, o bé a ell directament: neusner@webjogger.net [agost del 2001].

NEWBERRY, Percy Edward
Nicolau d’Olwer, Lluís


Nielsen, Eduard


Nikiprowetzky, Valentin


Noth, Martin


Oberhuber, Karl


Ochs, David


Oelsner, Joachim


Oertel, Friedrich


Oesterreicher, John M.

OLMO LETE, Gregorio del


PARKES, James


PASCUAL RECUEIRO, Pascual


PERANI, Mauro


PÉREZ CASTRO, Federico


PERI, Hiram*


PERLES, Felix*


PINES, Shlomo*


PLOEG, J. P. M.van der

POLOTSKY, Hans Jakob

POPE, Marvin H.

POZNANSKI, Samuel*
 ➤ MARX, A. «Samuel Poznanski». Revue des Études Juives, 74 (1922), p. 169-183. [Comentaris sobre el contingut i el valor de les diverses obres de Samuel Poznanski, tot referint-se a la llista publicada a les p. 184-208 de la mateixa revista per a les dades editorials]

PRAWER, Joshua

PREUSS, Julius*
PRIJS, Leo


PUECH, Henri-Charles


QUAEGEBEUR, Jan


RABIN, Chaim*


RACKMAN, Menachem Emanuel


RAD, Gerhard von

RATZABY, Yehuda*


REIFENBERG, Adolf

▷ CASSUTO-SALZMANN, M. «Bibliography of A. Reifenberg». *Israel Exploration Journal* [Jerusalem], 4, núm. 3-4 (1954) [Dedicated to the memory of Professor A. Reifenberg (1899-1953)], p. 143-149.

REINACH, Salomon*


RENAN, Ernest


RENDTORFF, Rolf


REUCHLIN, Johannes


REVENTLOW, Henning Graf


RICHARDSON, H. Neil


RIVKIND, Isaac*


ROBERT, André

ROBINSON, Theodore H.


ROMANO, David*


RÖMER, Willem H. Ph.


ROSEN, Haiim


ROSENTHAL, Erwin Isak Jakob


ROSENTHAL, Judah


ROSEN, David*


ROST, Leonhard


ROTH, Cecil*

RABINOWICZ, O. K. «A bibliography of the writings of Cecil Roth». En: SHAFTESLEY, J. M. [ed.]. *Remember the days. Essays on Anglo-Jewish history presented to Cecil Roth by members of the council of the Jewish Historical So-

ROVIRA I VIRGILI, Antoni

- Revista de Catalunya [Barcelona], 143 (setembre 1999), p. [?].

ROWLEY, Harold Henry


RUBINSTEIN, Eliezer


RUBIÓ I BALAGUER, Jordi


RUBIÓ I LLUCH, Antoni

- Estudis Universitaris Catalans [Barcelona], 21 (1936), p. IX-XV: «Bibliografia del Prof. Antoni Rubió i Lluch».

RUDOLF, Wilhelm

RUNDGREN, Frithiof

SACCHI, Paolo

SACHS, Senior

SALTMAN, Avrom*

SANDERS, James A.

SANDMEL, Samuel

SANTIAGO-OTERO, Horacio

SARFATTI, Gad B.*
► *Balšanut Ivrit = Hebrew Linguistics* [Ramat-Gan], 33-35 (1992) [= *Studies on the Hebrew language throughout its history dedicated to Gad B. Sarfatti on his 75th anniversary*], p. 9-13: «Kiteve Gad B. Sarfatti - Rešima bibliyografit».

SARNA, Nahum M.
► BRETTLE, M.; FISHBANE, M. [ed.]. *Minhah le-Nahum: Biblical and other studies presented to Nahum M. Sarna in honour of his 70th birthday*. Shef-

SAUER, James A.


SCHECHE, Solomon*


SCHEIL, Jean-Vincent


SCHRIMMANN, Hayyim (Jefim)*


SCHOLEM, Gershom G.*


SCHRECKENBERG, Heinz


SCHREINER, Martin*


SCHWAB, Moïse


SCHWARZ, Adolf


SEGAL, Moses H.

- GOLDBERGER, D. The contribution of Professor M. H. Segal to biblical studies. Tesi (M. A.). University of Chicago, 1950, p. 188-192: «Bibliography of the published studies of Professor Segal».


SEGERT, Stanislav


SEGURA I VALLS, Joan


SEPHIHA, Haïm Vidal


SERMONETA, Joseph Baruch


SHARF, Andrew


SHATZ-UFFENHEIMER, Rivkah*


SILBERMAN, Lou H.


SILVER, Abba Hillel*


SIMCHRONI, Jakob Naftali


SIMON, Marcel*


SIMONSEN, David


SIMONSOHN, Shlomo*


SIMPSON, William Kelly

SMITH, Morton


SÖBERQUÈS I VIDAL, Santiago


SODEN, Wolfram Freiherr von


SOLDEVILA I ZUBIBURU, Ferran


SOLOVEITCHIK, Yosef Dov*


SONNE, Isaiah*


SPEISER, Ephraim Avigdor


SPYCKET, Agnès


STAMM, Johann Jakob

STARR, Joshua


STEINSCHNEIDER, Moritz*


STERN, S. M.*


STRELCYN, Stefan


SUSMAN, Margarete


SZARZYNSKA, Krystyna

TADMOR, Hayim

TALMAGE, Frank*

TALMON, Shemaryahu

TCHERNOWITZ, Chaim

TERRIEN, Samuel

THOMAS, David Winton

TISHBY, Isaiah*

TOY, Crawford Howell
F. [ed.]. 

**TUR-SINAI, Naftali Herz**

- *Lešonenu*, 21 (1956-1957) [quadern núm. 3 = Diverse sifrut u-mehqar likevod... Prof. N. H. Ṭur-Sinay], p. 149-154 [entrades 235-390, fins a 1956-57].

**TWERSKY, ISADORE**


**UDINA I MARTORELL, Frederic**


**VACCARI, Alberto**


**VAJDA, Georges**


**VAN BEEK, Gus Willard**


**VERGOTE, Jozef**


---
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VERMES, Geza

VIDAL, Pere

VRIES, Benjamin de

VRIEZEN, Theodoor Christiaan

WACHOLDER, Ben Zion

WACHSTEIN, Bernhard

WAGENAAR, Lion

WAGNER, Siegfried

WALLENSTEIN, Meir*
WARD, William A.

WAXMAN, Meyer*

WEIL, Gérard E.*

WEILL, Julien*

WEISER, Artur

WEISS, Abraham
► WEISS, B. «Rešimat kiteve Dr. Abraham Weiss». En: *The Abraham Weiss jubilee volume: Studies in his honor presented by his colleagues and disciples on the occasion of his completing four decades of pioneering scholarship*. Nova York: The Abraham Weiss Jubilee Committee, 1964, p. v-xi. [El compilador ha afegit notes sobre el contingut de cadascun dels articles que figuren en aquesta bibliografia; per al contingut dels llibres, en canvi, remet a l’article de M. S. Feldblum, «Prof. Abraham Weiss — His approach and contribution to Talmudic scholarship», de les p. 7-80 de la part anglesa del mateix volum]
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